− n (with n= 1 − 4). The MP2 and CCSD(T) methods are used to calculate interaction energies, optimized geometries and vertical detachment energies. Part of the potential energy surfaces are explored with a focus on the autodetachment region. We point out the importance of diffuse functions to correctly describe the latter. We use our results to discuss the different water loss and electronic detachment channels which are the main reaction routes at room temperature.
In particular, we have considered a direct and an indirect process for the electronic detachment, depending on whether water loss follows or precedes the detachment of the excess electron. We use our results to discuss the implication for astrochemistry and hybrid trap experiments in the context of cold chemistry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular clusters are often seen as bridges between gas phase elementary reactions and condensed phase 1 . This is especially the case for water clusters. Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been dedicated to the understanding of the structure and dynamics of neutral water clusters 2 , hydrated ions 3 , hydrated electrons [4] [5] [6] and protons 7 , and anionic water clusters 8 .
The hydrated hydroxide anion clusters OH(H 2 O)
− n are of particular importance in the field of solution chemistry, and they have been extensively studied by both theoretical [9] [10] [11] [12] and experimental approaches 13, 14 . Various properties such as dissociation energies, ionization potential, harmonic frequencies, optimized structures, solvation energies and proton affinities have been obtained. In the present case, we focus on two different topics where the hydrated hydroxide anion clusters have only been sparsely studied : i) co-trapping (or hybrid trap) experiments in the context of cold chemistry and ii) astrochemistry.
i) The ability to confine and cool down atoms and molecules at temperatures below µK temperatures has lead to many interesting new area of research, ranging from precision spectroscopy 15 and test of fundamental constants 16 to quantum control of chemical reactions 17 . One of the possible method to cool down ionic species is through sympathetic cooling, where the ion is trapped and brought into contact with a cold buffer gas. The latter can be either a cold cryogenic atomic gas, such as He, or a laser cooled atomic cloud such as Rb. Even though the translational motion has been shown to effectively cool down, the decrease in the temperature of the internal motion (vibration, rotation) is more difficult to probe. Indeed, several factors such as micromotion 18, 19 , reactive collisions with the buffer gas, collisions with background gas 20 and black body radiation prevent the ions from thermalizing with the buffer gas. Therefore, measurements of the internal state temperature may bring insights into the cooling dynamics. The OH(H 2 O)
− n species present interesting features since they undergo both vibrational and rotational motions, can be easily produced and exhibit large vertical detachment energies 21 . In addition, threshold photodetachment techniques can be used to probe their internal structure 22 . Reactive collisions are also expected (when using other species than rare gas atoms) and can be studied trough loss measurements 23 . When dealing with anions, detachment reactions are usually one of the main reactive channels. Furthermore, comparison with OH − may help understand the effect of hydration on gas phase reactions. So far, molecular anions have only been sparsely studied in cold environment, however they are attracting increasing attention.
ii) Several anions have been detected in various astrophysical environments: coma of comets 24 , interstellar molecular clouds 25 , and extraterrestrial atmospheres 26 . In particular, since the OH − anion has been detected in the coma of comets 27 and water molecules are predicted to form cluster in such environments 28, 29 , one could also anticipate the formation of hydrated hydroxide anion clusters. This species will certainly have an effect on chemical models which seem to underestimate the abundance of OH − 27 . In addition, even tough molecular anions are not expected to exhibits long lifetimes, they may play important role in the formation of new neutral species. One of the main destruction pathway for anions is through associative electronic detachment reaction. Atomic hydrogen being the most abundant species in space, its reactivity is of particular importance.
The collision between hydroxide water clusters anions and an atomic specie M can lead to several outcomes: bond breaking, bond forming and/or electronic detachment. Since the O-H bond within the water cluster is rather strong, we have only considered water loss scenarios and M-OH bond forming along with electronic detachment process. The mechanism of this last process is not straightforward with two different pathways that should be considered:
Case (1) can be seen as a direct associative electronic detachment reaction. If the autodetachment region is accessible at the considered collision energy, it is reached during the formation of the M-OH bond, leading to the ejection of the electron. The vibrational excess energy is then distributed among the H-bonds which may ultimately break, leading to water loss. Case (2) corresponds to an indirect mechanism. If the autodetachment region is not accessible at the considered energy range, the energy of the formed M-OH bond will first lead to H-bond breaking. The ejection of the electron may then occur along the H-bond dissociation path. In particular, it may lead to the production of MOH(H 2 O) − anions if their vertical detachment energy (VDE) is sufficiently large to bind the excess electron. This will strongly depend on the M atom.
We have investigated this reactive process for M=H (section IV) and M=Rb (section V). 30 . This has been attributed to the steric effect of the water shell which prevents the H atom from approaching the OH group. Since no anions have been detected as products of the reaction, we can thus expect the electronic detachment process to be very efficient. However, as discussed above, the reaction can have either a direct or an indirect nature. Both cases will be investigated. AED reactions can either occur through "curve crossing" mechanisms where the neutral potential energy surface (PES) crosses the anion's or through non-adiabatic effects. In the first case, the rate of detachment is usually in the picosecond regime (10 − 13s−10 − 15s 32 ) while the rate of detachment is much smaller for the second case.
Here we will mainly focus our discussion on the former mechanism.
The paper is structured as follows: in section III we investigate the molecular structure and VDE of the most stable hydrated hydroxide anions. We discuss their rotational and vibrational motion and make some prediction in the context of hybrid trap experiments. In section IV we investigate the reactivity of H with the hydrated hydroxide anions: interaction potential and autodetachment region. We first focus on the smallest cluster H+OH(H 2 O) − (section IV A) before considering the case of larger cluster (section IV B). We then switch to the case of Rb. Finally, comparison are made between H and Rb where we have stressed on the context of astrochemistry and hybrid trap experiments, respectively.
II. METHODS OF CALCULATION
All calculations have been performed in C 1 symmetry (no element of symmetry) using the MOLPRO program 33 . The augmented correlation-consistent valence ntuple zeta basis sets aug-cc-pVnZ (shortened AVnZ) have been used for the O and H atoms. The 1s core electron of O atoms have been kept frozen (uncorrelated) in all calculations.
For the Rb atom, the 28 core electrons are described by the ECP28MDF effective core potential whereas the 4s and 4p outer core electrons and 5s valence electrons are described by its companion spdf g basis set 34 . Since the correlation of the outer core electrons has been shown to be important for alkali and alkali-earth atoms 35 , we have included the 4s and 4p electrons of Rb into the correlation treatment. Second order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and coupled-cluster with single, double and perturbative tripe excitations (CCSD(T)) methods have been used and compared throughout the work. The overall level of theory will be denoted as method/O and H basis set/collisional H or Rb basis set. The effect of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) as well as the influence of additional diffuse functions have also been investigated. The BSSE is taken into account using the usual counterpoise approach 36 and will be denoted by "+BSSE". The "+aug" notation will be used to denote extend basis set where 5s3p1d and 5s2d1f 1g even tempered diffuse functions have been added to the basis set describing the collisional H and Rb atom, respectively.
III. OH(H 2 O)
− n WATER CLUSTER
We have investigated the most stable clusters up to 4 water molecules (n = 4) by performing our geometry optimization at the MP2/AVTZ level of theory, starting from the optimized structures taken from 9 where the same level of theory has been used.
There is only one stable conformer for n = 1 and n = 2 but two for n = 3. According to the literature 9,37 , there are 3 to 5 isomers for n = 4. We have only considered the 3 most stable ones. In addition we have have performed harmonic frequency calculations to ensure than our optimized structures correspond to a true minimum. The different optimized structures and the MP2/AVTZ and CCSD(T)/AVTZ (in parenthesis) VDEs are shown in Figure 1 . The latter have been calculated at the MP2/AVTZ optimized geometries.
The MP2 and CCSD(T) energies lead to the same most stable structures for n = 3 and n = 4 which corresponds to the n3b and n4c isomers, respectively. Lee et al.
9
obtained different results using the same methodology (MP2 optimization followed by CCSD(T) single point energy) with a slightly more diffuse basis set. However, no change in the stability order of the cluster isomers were seen when using AVQZ basis set or extending diffuse functions. We did not compute the activation barrier related to the different isomerization pathways from one isomer to the other. However, since it involves several bonds breaking, we expect them to be very high. This allows to treat the different isomers as separate species. Additional calculations and discussions can be found in the supplementary material.
As can be seen, the VDE increases with the size of the cluster. This is not surprising since the negative charge is stabilized by the water shell 21 . This has also been shown for the water cluster anions (H 2 O) − n 38 . However, an interesting difference between water cluster anions and hydrated hydroxide anions can be pointed out: while the former are dipole-bound states with the excess electron situated on a very diffuse orbital, the latter are closed-shell species with more important correlation effects. Indeed the MP2 and CCSD(T) results are very different, with the former overestimating the VDE by 0.37 eV on average. Two reasons can be evoked: i) contribution from quadruple excitation terms from the closed π-like highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) that has been shown to be important in OH −39 and ii) the well known overestimation of the stability when using MP2 40, 41 . Note that the difference in the interaction that bounds the excess electron in both water and hydroxide anion cluster leads to larger VDE for the latter. 
IV. REACTIVITY WITH H
In the present section, the H-OH(H 2 O) − n collision complex is investigated.
A. H+OH(H 2 O)

−
Since we are dealing with a collision process, the Jacobi coordinate have been used to define the position of the collisional H atom in the interaction complex H-OH(
The system of coordinates is illustrated in Figure 2 . • . In order to represent it in a comprehensive way we have plotted in Figure 3 the energy difference between the anion and neutral PES as a function of R H and α. The regions where this value becomes positive, i.e when the neutral PES is below the anion's, are highlighted in red. Furthermore, to see if the AD region can be reached, we have plotted several isolines of the anionic PES: the energy at dissociation (0 eV) is shown in dashed line while the effective total energy in the entrance channel at T =300 K is shown in thick solid line. The latter is given by E 0 =E tr +E rot +E vib where each term is related to the translational, rotational and vibrational energy at the entrance channel. To get an estimation of E 0 , we have used the classical average thermal energy for E tr and E rot ; k B T and 3/2k B T , respectively. We thus assume an equipartition of the energy among the translational and rotational degrees of freedom. E vib is taken as the sum of ZPEs associated to the normal mode of OH(H 2 O) − , obtained from MP2/AVTZ frequency calculations, yielding E vib = 0.849 eV. Note that this means that we assume all vibrational modes to be in their respective ground state, our E vib value thus corresponds to a lower limit. The final value for E 0 at 300 K is 0.912 eV. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the AD region is outside the energy range for β = 0
R
However, the AD region may be reached for different collision angles. In particular, the AD region lies lower in energy for geometries where the H atom approaches the O atom of the OH group. By examining the isolines, which correspond to the anion PES, one can also make some interesting observations. The interaction potential between H and OH(H 2 O)
− is attractive at large R H distance due to the charge-induced dipole electrostatic interaction but it is highly anisotropic at intermediate distances. Indeed, the interaction energy is almost repulsive when approaching the H atoms from both the hydroxide and water group. The top left panel in Figure 3 corresponds to a collision on a plane perpendicular to the H-bond and is therefore almost flat with respect to the α angle.
To better support our observations for both the interaction potential of the anion and the AD region, we have also computed potential energy curves for three different configurations: i) with the H atom approaching the cluster from the H side of the OH group, ii) with H approaching the O atom of the water group and iii) with H approaching from the O atom of the hydroxide group. The MP2 and CCSD(T) method with AVTZ/AVQZ basis set are compared. Furthermore, since water cluster anions are dipole bound species, we have also studied the effect of additional diffuse functions. The details of these calculations are provided in supplementary material. They confirm that the configuration where the H atom approaches the O from the OH group corresponds to the "preferred" collisional path. In addition, we pointed out that the addition of diffuse functions stabilises the anion by about 0.2 eV in this configuration, leading to a larger VDE and hence a higher lying AD region, while having only little impact for other collisional approaches. So far, all calculations have been performed in the frozen cluster approximation. Since relaxation effects may influence the VDE, we have investigated the collision process The relaxation of the inner coordinate of the OH(H 2 O) − group leads to a lengthening of the R Hb distance and a rotation of the H 2 O group where the optimized geometry corresponds to the water dimer anion 42 . The energy is stabilized by about 1.2 eV while the VDE decreases remarkably. In addition, the effect of diffuse functions on the latter is rather strong which, again, demonstrates the dipole-bound nature of the HOMO. If the collision is fast, the cluster will not have time to relax (diabatic case) but at low collision energies, the relaxation may have sufficient time to occur (adiabatic case). This will have a strong impact on the position of the AD region. However, the VDE remains very small, even for the unrelaxed (frozen) case. Based on the above discussions we can conclude that direct detachment mechanism leading to the HOH(H 2 O)+e − exit channel will only be possible for higher collision energies and/or larger internal temperature of OH(H 2 O) − . Moreover, the ejected electron would need to carry enough energy to prevent the water group from dissociating. Based on the position of the AD region, a direct mechanism for the AED reaction will only be possible at high collision energy and/or accounting for higher excited ro-vibrational states. Therefore, a indirect mechanism, leading to detachment through water loss, is more likely to explain the AED reaction. Additional calculations, confirming the later assumption are provided in supplementary material. Assuming that the electron quickly autodetach when the water anion H 2 O − is formed, the rate of the AED reaction will depend on the rate of water loss.
B. H+larger clusters
In addition to the steric effect of water groups, the increase of the VDE for increasing n should also be taken into account to explain the smaller measured AED reaction's rate constant for larger clusters 30 . In particular, the autodetachment region for the collisional complex H+OH(H 2 O) − n will lie higher in energy even for minimum collision angles (where H approaches the O atom of the OH group). This is due to the excess charge being de-localized for increasing size of the cluster. As already pointed out above, the preferred collision angle, which correspond to the H atom approaching the O atom of the OH group, also corresponds to the lower VDE, i.e where the AD region is most easily reached. We first performed geometry optimization on the Jacobi coordinates with the initial geometry corresponding to H facing O of the OH group. The internal coordinates of the cluster have been kept frozen. We then scanned the interaction energy over the R HO distance (distance between H and O). The relevant geometries can be seen in Figure 5 along with their corresponding VDE and interaction energies. The effect of additional diffuse functions as well as of the method has been investigated.
The VDE increases with the size of the cluster which is, like for OH(H 2 O) − n , due to the stabilization of the excess electron. For the same reason, the interaction energy decreases for larger clusters. In particular, E int is stronger for the isomer where the reaction site (O atom of the OH group) is more accessible (n3b and n4c), suggesting isomer-dependent reaction rates. For n = 0 an n = 1 the addition of diffuse functions has a stronger effect on both the VDE and the interaction energy than the method. This underlines the dipole-bound nature of the clusters. For larger clusters, n = 3 and BSSE has been taken into account for E int . n = 4, the situation is opposite i.e the method, hence the extent of electron correlation, is more important. The n = 2 cluster seems to be an intermediate case. This observation leads to the conclusion that the dipole-bound nature of the HOMO decreases for increasing size of the cluster where correlation effects become more important. This is also seen for the interaction energy. The latter globally decreases with increasing n and becomes positive for n = 4. However, since a minimum has been found, the potential is not repulsive. Isomer-dependent effects can be seen. In particular, the n3a and n4a clusters exhibit the smallest E int and VDE. Two reasons can be put forth: i) the higher coordination number for n3a and n4a, which ultimately decreases the partial charge on O and, hence, the O-H bond strength, and ii) the more exposed hydroxide group which is thus more easily attainable while being more effectively "screened" for n4c and n3b. This result underlines the sensitivity of the incoming H atom to its chemical environment.
In order to investigate the accessibility of the AD region, we have calculated the anion − n (for n = 1, 2, 3, 4) corresponding to the preferred approach. The results for n = 1, 2, 3b and 4c are shown in Figure 6 .
The autodetachment region lies higher energy for increasing size of the cluster. In particular, it becomes hardly reachable for n = 3 and n = 4. Even though our first results for n = 1 (see Figure 3) show that the direct detachment is feasible for some collisional angles, the inclusion of diffuse functions shifts the AD region to higher energies. This implies that the direct detachment process would only be possible for small clusters (n = 1 and n = 2) for excited vibrational states or at higher collision energies. The indirect mechanism would be needed to explain the detachment process for collisions between H and larger clusters and/or at low temperature. The most stable isomers, i.e n3b and n4c, also exhibit the strongest interaction energies, largest VDE (see Figure 5 ) and, consequently, the higher lying AD region. The comparison between isomers PEC are given in supplementary material. Our results show that the height of the barrier found along the R HO coordinate is 0.8 eV, 0.52 eV and 0.37 eV for n4a, n4b and n4c, respectively. Furthermore, a potential barrier, not present for n3b, appears for the n3a isomer with a height of around 0.27 eV. This observation supports the hypoth-esis of isomer-dependent rate constants. In order to consider the indirect mechanism , we have chosen to investigate the n3a cluster as a test case. Figure 7 shows the potential energy surface of the H-OH(H 2 O) − n species, obtained at the MP2/AVTZ/AVTZ level of theory by scanning the R Hb1 and R Hb2 coordinates, which corresponds to the distance between the OH group and the two water groups, respectively. The position of the incoming H atom (coloured in blue) has been kept frozen at its preferred approach. The stability of the remaining fragment obtained for R Hb1 → ∞ has been calculated using the MP2 and CCSD(T) method with AVTZ/AVTZ and AVTZ/AVQZ basis sets. The scanned map, relevant structures and coordinates as well as the calculated VDE are also depicted. All dissociation limits lie below the entrance channel energy since all dissociation and detachment channels are open, i.e the reactions are all exothermic. The AD region has been highlighted in red and several isoenergetic lines of the anion PES are also shown. We have also carefully checked the charge distribution using Mulliken population analysis: the negative charge remains on the HOH(H 2 O) − 2 fragment. The anion and neutral PES crosses around R Hb1 = 10Å, making the fragment unstable upon detachment with the VDE MP2/AVTZ/AVTZ value tending towards -0.049 eV at dissociation (large values of R Hb1 ). As already discussed above, the calculated VDE is very sensitive to the method, basis set and relaxation effects. For the obtained H-OH(H 2 O) 2 fragment, the calculated VDE values range from -0.023 to 0.040 eV. Nevertheless the values are rather small, suggesting the production of unstable negatively charged fragments. Furthermore, the fragments will most likely be vibrationally excited, opening vibrational induced detachment channels which are expected to be important for water cluster anions 43 . This also supports the hypothesis that the detachment process occurs along the dissociation path. This confirms that indirect detachment mechanisms are likely to be dominant for collisions involving larger clusters. In addition, since the total fragmentation is exothermic for cluster size up to n=4, the produced fragment will eventually lead to water. If the excess electron has not been detached along the dissociation path, it will ultimately be ejected since the H 2 O − water anion is unstable (VDE< 0). The production of water cluster anions H-OH(H 2 O) − l will only be possible for n> 4 since the total fragmentation becomes endothermic. However, it will also depends on their stability against vibrational induced detachment. 
V. REACTIVITY WITH RB
In the present section, we investigate the interaction between Rb and the hydrated hydroxide anion clusters. Large differences in the structure and reactivity are expected between Rb and H. Figure 2) . The R H distance will be labelled R Rb when dealing with Rb. The MP2/AVTZ/MDFspdf g optimized Jacobi coordinates in the frozen cluster approximation can be seen in Figure 11 (Rb-n1 case). The structural changes induced by the Rb atom are not as marked as for H. The relaxation of the internal coordinates of the cluster leads to a slight rotation of the OH group, the VDE difference is around 1 meV while the energy difference is even smaller. Although the excess electron is predominately bound by the charge-dipole interaction in both cases, the large difference between RbOH − and H 2 O − is not only explained by the larger dipole of RbOH (≈ 6.6 As can be seen, the AD region is only accessible for some collision angles corresponding to Rb approaching the O atom of the OH group. Although this is also the case for collision involving H, the angular space at which the autodetachment region is reached is considerably smaller for Rb, suggesting smaller detachment cross sections. In order to compare with the result of H in section IV and probe the effect of the method and basis sets on the interaction energy and AD region, we have calculated the PEC for three different approaches of the Rb. The results can be seen in Figure  9 . The interaction potentials are attractive and rather deep for the three considered configurations. As for the H case, the most favourable collision approaches (with the most accessible AD region) corresponds to the Rb colliding with the O atom of the OH group whereas the Rb-HO collinear configuration corresponds to a maximum. The additional diffuse functions have smaller effects than for H. This can be explained by the more contracted nature of the HOMO due to the larger dipole moment of Rb-OH species (over 6.5 D for RbOH) compared to H-OH (1.85 D for water). Nonetheless, the use of additional diffuse functions stabilizes the anion leading to a higher lying AD region. Unlike the H case, the VDE stays positive when the distance between OH and H 2 O increases. This is not surprising since the RbOH − fragment, obtained upon dissociation of the water group, is stable (RbOH − has a positive VDE). The formation of the RbOH level of theory and their energy obtained using the CCSD(T) method with the same basis set.
All shown products are energetically accessible. However, the production of the direct AED reaction, RbOH(H 2 O), is unlikely since the AD region in only reachable for high collision energy and/or higher internal temperature of OH(H 2 O) − . The indirect detachment process involving RbOH − will strongly depend on energy distribution 
B. Rb+larger clusters
In order to study the trend for increasing size of the cluster, we started by performing geometry optimization on the Rb-OH(H 2 O) − n species also increases with increasing size of the cluster. The same conclusion as for the hydrated hydroxides and water cluster holds here i.e the negative charge is stabilized by the water shell. Unlike for the H case, the large differences between some isomers cannot be easily explained and do not follow a clear trend. Similar to the mono hydrated case, additional diffuse functions have only a small effect on both the VDE and E int with the notable exception of the interaction energy of n1. Before discussing the dissociation energies it is important to note that we have used the frozen monomer approximation, i.e the internal coordinate of the OH(H 2 O) − n group has been kept frozen. This will lead to slightly lower bond − n system. Calculated for the optimum structures shown in Figure 11 . The AVTZ/MDFspdf g basis set has been used. strengths since we are not on the global minimum. The dissociation energies, shown in Figure 12 , decrease for increasing size of the cluster, from 2.00 eV for n = 0 to 0.75 eV for n = 4. This is most likely due to the decrease in partial charge on the O atoms from the OH group, which leads to a weaker ionic interaction between O and Rb. The ZPE effects have not been taken into account in our dissociation energy calculations.
Harmonic frequency calculations on the RbOH(H 2 O)
− n smallest species (n = 1 and 2) lead to a global ZPE roughly 0.1 eV smaller than for the neutral hydrated hydroxide. This difference is likely to be similar for larger clusters. The dissociation energies will thus be around 0.1 eV smaller when taking the ZPE into account. Nevertheless, our calculations provide a qualitative description and unravel the trends in the interaction of Rb with hydrated water clusters. Even though the short-range interaction decreases with increasing size of the cluster, the long-range interaction, important for low energy collisions, should not exhibit such The direct detachment process, triggered by the crossing between neutral and anion PES, seems to be less effective for collisions involving Rb compared to H. As already pointed out in the previous section, the AD region is already hardly accessible for n = 1. In order to investigate the trend for increasing size of the cluster, we have calculated the PEC corresponding to the geometry seen in Figure 11 as a function of R RbO , the distance between Rb and the O atom of the OH group. The curves have been obtained at the MP2/AVTZ/MDFspdf g+aug+BSSE level of theory with the internal coordinates of the clusters kept frozen. The coloured horizontal lines corresponds to the energy in the entrance channel E 0 (see section IV A for further explanation). The results show a clear trend, with the crossing point, hence the AD region, lying higher in energy for increasing size of the cluster. This can related to the trend in VDE (see Figure 12) . Our results suggest very low direct detachment probability, especially considering that Figure 14 . The anion PES lies below the neutral for the entire scanned nuclear coordinates, i.e E A −E N stays negative. This suggests the formation of stable negatively charged species, which is confirmed by the calculated VDE of the fragment obtained for R Hb1 → ∞ (see right table in Figure 14) . In addition, all dissociation products lie above the energy of the entrance channel, in other words the reactions are endothermic. In fact, as already mentioned above, the Rb-OH bond is weaker than the H-OH bond. The amount of energy produced by the bond formation is thus not enough to break all water bonds. Figure 15 complexes for which convergences were not reached. We therefore took the energy at the frozen cluster geometry for the latter (see Figure 11) . The exit channels for hydrated Rb products are not shown since they all lie higher in energy, the Rb(H 2 O) bond being weaker than the RbOH bond. As predicted on the basis of the Rb-OH bond strength, the total dissociation products are endothermic. Furthermore, in the trihydrated case Rb+OH(H 2 O) − 3 (n3a or n3b), the exit channel corresponding to RbOH(H 2 O)−+2H 2 O is endothermic for collision with isomer n3b while exothermic for isomer n3a, hence suggesting isomer dependency. The possibility to produce RbOH(H 2 O) − l species (with l < n) will depend on their stability against vibrational induced detachment (VID). Unlike water cluster anions, the latter is predicted to be very small for the following reasons: i) all RbOH(H 2 O) to 1 eV, ii) the VID becomes important when the vibrational motion spans part of the AD region, i.e an excited vibrational mode brings the molecule into geometries where E anion >E neutral . Our calculation shows that crossing between anion and neutral PEC relative to the R RbO distance lies very high in energy. Hence, vibrational excitation of the normal mode corresponding to Rb-O stretching should not lead to significant detachment probability, iii) Along all nuclear coordinates investigated in the present study, the PECs of the neutral are steeper than the anion's, i.e the VDE increases with structural deformation. This assumption is based on the difference in VDE between frozen and relaxed geometries. The global minimum exhibits smaller VDE. In order to verify the latter assumption, we have scanned the neutral and anionic PEC of the optimized RbOH(H 2 O) in Figure 17 . The molecular drawings insets shows the atomic displacement within the given normal mode. In absence of such crossings, the detachment can only be triggered by non-adiabatic couplings. This couplings are larger for very diffuse anionic states for which the associated wave function undergoes rapid changes upon nuclear deformation 32 , when the anionic and neutral PES are close and parallel and for light atoms. In this regard, it is particularly interesting to point out the difference between hydrated Rb hydroxide anions and water cluster anions. Indeed, the latter are more subject to vibrationaly induced detachment (see for example the water dimer anion 38 ) which can be explained by their lower VDE, implying a smaller energy difference between anionic and neutral PES, but also by molecular orbital considerations. While the HOMO of RbOH(H 2 O) − l compounds is mainly formed by the 5s atomic orbital of Rb, it mixes with 2p orbitals of O in water cluster anions, leading to larger sensitivity upon nuclear deformations. In addition, the large mass of Rb leads to a smaller probability of vibrationaly induced detachment for hydrated Rb hydroxide anions compared 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the interaction energies and autodetachment region of the collisional complexes M+OH(H 2 O) − n for M=H and Rb, and n = 1 to 4. The main reactive channel at low collision energy is the associative electronic detachment (AED) reaction involving water loss where the only energetically accessible products are MOH bound species. The AED reaction may occur through a direct or indirect mechanism depending on where the detachment of the excess electron takes place. We have performed geometry optimization, calculated interaction energies, vertical detachment energies and cuts of potential energy hypersurfaces for which the effect of diffuse functions and methods have been investigated. Based on our calculations we can make the following conclusions:
• The reactive center is the OH − group where M preferentially bonds to the O atom while the M-H configuration corresponds to a maximum. For M=Rb, the interaction potential is rather deep, ranging from -2 eV to -0.5 eV while the anisotropy is more marked for M=H where it ranges from -3.5 eV to 0.6 eV.
• The indirect mechanism is likely to be the dominant pathway for the AED reaction. In particular, a direct detachment process will only be possible for the smallest clusters, i.e n1 and n2, and/or when including excited vibrational states and higher collision energies.
• The indirect mechanism leads to the production of vibrationally hot anions and neutrals MOH(H 2 O) l species. The value of l will mainly depend on energetic considerations. For M=H, the total water loss exit channel (n + 1)H 2 O is open while the weaker Rb-OH bond only allows for partial water loss. Therefore, l > 0 species are expected when considering n > 2 hydrated hydroxide clusters colliding with Rb.
• The likelihood of obtaining RbOH(H 2 O)
− l products will depend on their stability against vibrational induced detachment. Although our results suggest these species to be stable enough, additional calculations need to be performed. In particular, since no crossing between anionic and neutral PES are seen, the detachment will only be triggered by non-adiabatic couplings.
• Considering that the AED channel for M=H leads to total water loss and that H 2 O − is unstable against detachment, the production of water cluster anions is unlikely. However, one may observe such species when considering collisions with larger hydrated hydroxide anions.
• We found some indications of isomer-dependent reactivity.
Molecular dynamics methodologies may be suited to explore the wide range of possible reactive pathways and extract rate constants 47 . However, in order to correctly describe the delocalized nature of the H bond, methods accounting for quantum dynamics effect such as path integral approaches should be preferred. In addition, the detachment process must be taken into account. The simplest way would be to add an absorbing potential at the crossing point between anion and neutral PES (entrance of the AD region) and assume slow ejected electron to model energy distribution of the AED products.
a. Implicationss for hybrid trap experiment
Our results demonstrate the rich possibilities of studying hydrated hydroxide in the context of hybrid trap experiments. First of all, the hydrated hydroxide cluster themselves, without considering interaction with the ultracold atomic cloud are interesting species. Indeed, their VDE could be measured and the isomer dependency highlighted. When the trapped ions are immersed into the atomic cloud, elastic, inelastic and reactive collisions may take place. The easiest way to study the latter is through loss measurements 23 . Theoretical investigation of the AED reaction between Rb and OH − have shown that the reaction is rather small 46 whereas experimental measurements are ongoing. As mentioned in the general conclusion above, the reaction between hydrated hydroxide anions and Rb should predominantly lead to RbOH(H 2 O) − l species accompanied by water loss, where l depends on the initial cluster size. If a MOT laser is present, these hydrated Rb hydroxide anions will be photodetached since their VDE range from 0.2 eV to 1 eV, thus below the energy of the MOT laser ( around 1.56 eV for Rb). In this situation, loss rates involving ground state Rb will likely to be larger than for the non hydrated case (OH − ). The loss rate should then decrease with increasing n due to steric effects, as has been shown for H 30 . If an other trapping method such as a dipole trap is used for the Rb cloud, observation of the RbOH(H 2 O) − l molecular species may be feasible if they stay trapped long enough to be detected. The internal temperature of the anions may be measured by means of threshold photodetachment spectroscopy. However, since the rotational constants of the cluster are much smaller than for OH − (see Table I ), the rotational levels will be very close in energy, making it difficult to resolve the different transitions. In addition to rotation, the clusters also undergo vibrational motion. Some vibrational modes have sufficiently low frequencies to support significant population on the excited states at room temperature. Harmonic frequencies of normal modes are available throughout the literature 9 .
In particular, an extensive study of the OH(H 2 O) − cluster has been carried out using high level quantum dynamics calculations 48 from which accurate anharmonic frequencies have been obtained. Threshold photodetachment may therefore be used to probe the vibrational quenching of the clusters by collision with a buffer gas (such as Rb), as it has already been shown for the OH(H 2 O) − -He system 22 . A recently developed method 49 for calculating elastic and inelastic collisions, suited for strongly interacting systems at low temperature may be used for the Rb+OH(H 2 O) − system. More drastic approximations will however be needed to tackle larger clusters. In addition, for n = 2, n = 3 and n = 4 (and possibly larger clusters), it should be possible to study specific isomers by using photodetachment laser with appropriate wavelength. Secondly, the hydrated OH − also, perhaps paradoxically, allows for the formation of anionic and neutral MOH bound species through associative reactions followed by water loss and possible electron detachment. The inclusion of water clusters species will surely affects the chemistry of anions and are certainly worth a deeper theoretical and experimental investigation.
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VIII. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
A. Hydrated hydroxide
The VDE of the anion, the dipole moment of the neutral core, the partial charge on the O atom of the hydroxide group and the rotational constant of the OH(H 2 O) − n clusters are reported in Table I − n for n=0 to n=4. Note that the dipole moments, µ e , have been obtained using the center of masses as origin for the coordinates.
The lowest value is found for OH(H 2 O) − 2 , which can be explained by its highly symmetric structure with the two water groups situated on both sides of the OH group. As already pointed in the main text (see section III), as opposite to water cluster anion where the excess electron is bound by dipole interactions, it is mainly the electronic correlation that binds the excess electron in the hydrated hydroxide anions. They can thus be categorized as valence-bound anions. This explains the large difference between HF and MP2/CCSD(T) results, the relative insensitivity to additional diffuse functions (not shown in the Table) and it also explains why the dipole moments and the VDEs are not correlated. As already discussed, the partial charge on the O atom of the hydroxide group decreases with increasing size of the cluster, leading to the stabilization of the excess negative charge. Although the atomic orbitals of O also contribute to the HOMO, we found the effect of adding diffuse functions on the O atoms to be negligible. As already pointed out on the basis of the PES cuts in Figure 3 (section IV A in the main text), the configuration where the H atom approaches the O atom of the OH group (bottom in Figure 18 leads to largest interaction energy. This thus corresponds to the "preferred" collisional path.
The collisional approaches targeting the water group or the H atom of the OH group gives rise to much higher lying autodetachment region. This observation supports the "shielding" effect of the water group hypothesis, resulting in a decrease of the AED reaction rate in comparison to the non hydrated case (H+OH − ). The use of more diffuse basis stabilises the anion which leads to higher lying AD region. The result seen in Figure 3 , which were obtained without additional diffuse functions, thus corresponds to a lower limit of the AD region. It is interesting to note that these additional diffuse functions only slightly effect the PECs corresponding to the incoming H approaching the H atom from the hydroxide group (upper right panel in Figure 18 ). This can be explained by the very different nature of the HOMO for the two different configurations.
In the H-OH situation, the HOMO exhibits large contributions from diffuse 1s H atomic orbitals whereas in the H-HO case, the HOMO is mainly formed by more contracted 2p O atomic orbitals. The latter configuration is thus not a dipole-bound state, which is confirmed by a calculated dipole moment of around 1.85 where the water anion is unstable. Results can be seen in Figure 19 . Once again, the critical effects of methods and diffuse functions can be seen. In particular, the H-OH(H 2 O) − complex is predicted to be stable only when including the additional 
C. Isomer dependencies
The PECs corresponding to the preferred approach for the different isomers are shown in Figure 20 and 21 for H and Rb, respectively . − n collisional system for n = 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b and 4c. The black dashed line corresponds to the energy at dissociation while the full black line is the energy at the entrance channel (E 0 , see main text for details).
